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Total Solution
 
PE+ is a complete support solution for the tax 
professional who needs to undertake research 
on Permanent Establishment. The content 
sets and user-journey are aligned to that of a 
tax professional.

Up-To-Date Information
 
Supporting the international tax professional 
by providing updated information, thus 
providing information superiority.

Country by Country Comparisons
 
A superior tool to determine with confidence 
if there is a permanent establishment in a 
country and to provide guidance on profit 
allocation.

On-Screen Comparison
 
Providing International tax professionals with 
an easier way to scrutinize any discrepancies 
between documents in detail.

We are very proud to launch PE+, a total support solution for the international tax professional who 
needs to research permanent establishments.

PE+ comprises of:

  Peer-designed intuitive user-interface making it easy to compare core PE documents in line with your 
natural work flow

  Country by Country comparison of domestic PE regulations
  Country reports; tax treaties, model conventions and commentaries; tax cases; journal articles, all 

interlinked

PE+ Permanent Establishment



PE+ is designed to revolutionise the way that 
Permanent Establishment research is conducted.

Easily compare tax 
legislation from multiple 
countries side by side.

Consolidating all PE 
content in one package 
allows you to have a 
complete solution at your 
fingertips.

Simple interface adapts to 
your research journey, 
piecing together different 
content sets.

Request a demonstration or 14-day free trial now

Permanent Establishment research is often more of a challenge to legal 
practitioners in the international tax space, than it needs to be.

Understanding and 
comparing Permanent 
Establishment rules across 
different jurisdictions can 
be difficult.

Practitioners have to 
juggle multiple sources of 
information both hardcopy 
and online.

Current online research 
tools require you to jump 
from section to section to 
find the information you 
need.

Countries included in PE+
Austria

Australia
Belgium

China
Denmark

France
Germany
Hungary

India
Italy

Mexico
Netherlands

Portugal
South Africa

Spain
Sweden

Switzerland
United Kingdom

United States



For more information, visit www.kluwerlaw.com/peplus
Email: hk-mktg@wolterskluwer.com

PE+ offers you a step by step solution to your 
Permanent Establishment research.

If you are interested in an online demonstration of 
PE+, please contact us.

PE+ is a joint venture between PwC and Wolters 
Kluwer.

Top Permanent Establishment experts from all over 
the world have contributed to PE+.

To see a full overview go to KluwerLaw.com/PEPlus


